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The Measurement of the Heat Release Rate of the Flame 
M asayoshi Kobiyama， Chuji M izuno 
and Hirokazu Ishida 
Abstract 
In this paper， the authors proposed a measuring method of the heat release rate of a flame 
being in a steady state to clear th巴mutualrelationship between the combustion process and 
the heat transfer process. The measuring method used here is the one in which the dis-
tribution of the heat release rate is obtained by substituting the measured profiles of temper-
ature， velocity， radiative absorption coefficient and concentration of chemical species of the 
flame and combusted gases into the energy equation. The exp巴rimentwas performed with 
the coaxial diffusion flame made of the air-propane gas jet changing the excess air ratio 
and the fuel flow rate to investigate the difference of the heat release rate. Experimental 
results show the typical characteristic of the diffusion flame， that is， that there are not only 
exothermic reacting zone but also endothermic one and that the higher exothermic reacting 
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火炎の熱発生率分布の測定
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， Stainless tube 
(fixed) 
2 Heat resisting 
glass tube 
3 Burner 
4 Co01;n9 water 
5 Measuring block 
(movable ;n vertical 
direction) 
6 8urner block 
(fixed) 
図4 バーナ一部























なお，実験条件は，空気過剰係数 A と燃料流量 Gj• をパラメータとして設定し，表 11と示
す。
表1 実験条件
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。 7.2 9.6 12.0 2.4 4.8 
r mm 
図8 火炎形状



















o 1.2 3.6 6.0 8.4 10.8 13.2 
r mm 
図9 半径方向速度



















































量 Gfu=0.04kg/hのとき，空気過剰係数 Aを1I=2，3，4と変化させた場合の z=20mm1乙

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































一一一一一一- A = 2， Gfu=0.04 
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A = 2， Gfu=O.04 
A = 3， Gfu=O.04 ， =4. Gfu=O.04 
図13
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Sound Field Produced by the Vibration of a Rectangular 
Solid Structure and Sound Visualization 
Kohshi Nishida 
Abstract 
The purpose of this paper is to clear the sound field made by a vibrating rectangular solid 
structure experimentally and theoretically. 
In the calculation of the sound field， itis assumed that the sound emitted by each plate of 
a vibrating rectangular solid structure is propagated in the half space divided by an infinite 
plane involving a plate and that the diffraction and refiection effects of the sound can be neg幅
lected. It is further assumed that each plate conforms to the same defiection as in the case 
of a rectangular plate with simply supported edges. The measurement of the distribution of 
sound pressure levels in the sound field was performed by using a sound visualizing device. 
The device consists of the electric circuit system to switch three colored light emitting diodes 
attached to the microphone according to the magnitude of the sound pressure level， a micro-
phone automatic scanning device and a photographing set. 
As results， the calculated distribution of sound pressure levels around the vibrating solid 
structure agreed fairly well with the experimental results. Moreover， the vibration modes of 
a plate were identified with both the experimentally visualized and the calculated distribution 






























a: x軸との方向角 [radJ 
fi:y紬との方向角 [rad] 
r: z軸との方向角 [rad] 
c 0:振動変位振幅 [m] 
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SPL=20胤王







m1r(x+a) _，_ n1r(y+b) '0= j，ω，Asin一τ一一一SlTI一一一一一2a -- 2b (4) 
乙乙lζ.Aは定数で，また m，nは任意の整数で振動モードの次数を表わす。微小面素 dSか
らP点までの距離 rは，
r=1 r 1=ro -RI=.J r~-2ro(x ∞sα+ycos s+z∞s r )+X2+ y2+Z2 (5) 
と表わされるから.z面の振動による P点での速度ポテンシヤルは (1)，(4)， (5)式より，
ゅ_JωAej('ω，/+伊)r _' mπ(x+a) 竺 nπ(y+b)
一一一一ー一一一一一一・ 引n一一一一一一一一・引n一一一一一一一一・2πJ s---- 2π---- 2b 
.1_2 ι 2，_2，.2，_2 8-jk吋'6-21'0'ωcosa:+ y cos {J+Z cos 
x _ _. dS 
ヘ/rjトー2ro(xcos <t+ y∞s s+ZCOS r+X2+ y2+Z2) (6 ) 
と求まる。乙乙で原点Oから P点までの距離 roが板の大きさに比べて，かなり大きい遠距離
での音場を考えると (6)式は次式のように近似される。すなわち，
o=f.'wAej(叫 -krO+kzcos内 )[asin色色2ie1hCosadz・rbsin竺包2idhyc回 Pdy










x[{sinh(2向 b)-sin(2μna)}{cosh ，un(y+b )-COS，un (y+b)} 
{cosh(2μnb)-cos(2μnb )}{sinhμn(y+b)-sin μn(y+b)}] (8) 
となる。乙乙に Bは定数。 2μma及び 2μnbは振動数方程式. 1-coshx. cosx=Oの根で 1
次. 2次の値はそれぞれ.4.730. 7.853となる。(1).(5). (8)式より，任意の点の速度ポ
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いためであろう。また， (ii)の値が (i)の値よりずれているのは， (ii)の値が遠距離音場の
近似式によって求めたものであり，そのための誤差によるものである。 ro=1000 mmと距離が
大きくなると，特lζ900，2700 方向では計算値が測定値よりも大きくなり，00， 180。方向で
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A Note of Vibrational Rate Equations for C02-N 2 System 
Applied to C02 Gasdynamic Laser 
Kazuo Maeno 
ABSTRACT 
The detailed derivation of molecular vibrational rate equations in CO2-N2 (+He) system 
is presented， based on the assumption of three-mode model. Also given is an improvement 
of the form of derived rate equations with temperature expression， whichお∞nvenientto time-
dependent numerical analysis. A quasi-onedimensional巴stimationof the characteristics of 
cO2 gasdynamic laser by these equations was performed with the aid of mass， momentum， 
energy conservation， and equation of state. Explicit time-dependent technique devised by 
MacCormack was employed. The estimated performance of CO2 gasdynamic laser shows 
reasonable agreement with the result from conventional CO2 GDL analysis. 
NOMENCLATURE 
Ci : Mass fraction of i-th gas 
: Vibrational energy per unit mass of i-th gas (mode) 
: Vibrational energy per unit volume of i-th gas (mode) 
Activation factor， fraction of collisions that involves sufficient energy 
: Statistical weight of l-th energy level 
: Planck's constant， h=6.6256XlQ-34 Jsec 




KN，Kc: Rate constants for T-Vprocess defined by Eqs. (3-17) and (3-18) 
: Quantum number of an energy level 
mi : Molecular weight of j-th gas 
M : Collisional partner molecule 
N; : Number (population) density of j-th gas per unit volum巴，N;=L;N;，/ 
/-0 
Ni，/ : Number density of j-th gas per unit volume in energy level e/ 
Nl;! : Number density of l-th energy level in j-th mode with r-th level in j-th mode 
P : Steric factor， fraction of sufficiently energetic collisions for reaction 
P c : rate constant of intramolecular V-V process de白nedby Eq. (4一7)
Qr : Vibrational partition function of j-th gas 
Department of lndustrial Mechanical Engineering Muroran lnstitute of Technology 
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QCN : Rate constant of intermolecular V-V process defined by Eq. (4-8) 
烏:Gas constant of j-th gas. R;= klm; 
r : Quantum number of a vibrational energy level 
T : Temperature， or translational temperature 
x"xr : Normalized number densities defined by Eqs. (3-46) 
x[ : Normalized number density defined by Eqs. (3-46) 
X; : Molar fraction of i-th gas 
Z : Number of molecular col1isions per unit volume， per unit time 
Zi.i : Number of molecular collisions between i-th and j-th gases (modes) 
νl，1I2，ν:vIJN: Symmetric， bending， asymmetric vibrational mode of C02， and vibrational 
mode of N 2， also denoting the energy fr巴quenciesof these modes 
e， : Vibrational energy of a molecule， e=lhIJ， l=O， 1， 2，. 
。P(J2'(J:v (JN: Vibrational characteristic temperatures of modes IJI' IJ2， IJ3， and IJN 
ν: Frequency of energy (radiated light) ， c=.lν 
む j : Relaxation time of energy transfer between i-th and j-th gases (modes) 
Subscripts 
1， 2， 3， N: Vibrational modes IJ l'ν2，13， liN 
12 : The first mode of thre巴-modemodel， combined mode IJ 1 and ν2 
C : C02 
N : N2 
H， He: He 
l， r : Quantum numbers 
1. INTRODUCTION 
With the progress of investigations about COz gasdynamic laser (GDL)， new app1i回
cations have been in our scope to techno1ogy such as isotope separation， space energy 
transmission， 1aser fusion， or materia1 processing. Together with these app1icationa1 
approach， the clarification of fundamenta1 phenomena in CO2 GDL is still of importance. 
As regards the genera1 characteristics of gasdynamic 1asers， the reviewed vo1umes by 
Anderson 1) and Losev2l shou1d be referred. 
In ana1yzing the fundamenta1 performance of CO2 GDL， a system of vibrationa1 
re1axation equations that dominate energy transitions in 1aser gas system (C02-N 2)play 
a principa1 ro1e. Severa1 rate equations have been derived corresponding to the mode1 of 
CO2-N2 vibrationa1 re1axation processes1).3).の. Among others common1y emp10yed are.the 
(30) 
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rate equations based on three-mode model， which were dissertated by L即日 orAnderson 61 
in the standard formulation. The detailed deduction of these equations， however， isnot 
so familiar to aerodynamicist who investigates CO2 GDL from the fluid dynamical aspect， 
and some misunderstanding for rate equations may occur without regarding the difference 
of kinetic models， e.g. those of intramolecular processes. 
Anderson 1) gave partly the information of these formulations following the work of 
Munjee 7)， which is not enough to understand the intramolecular vibrational-vibrational 
energy transfer of CO 2• The derivation of these equations was given also by Suzuki的 m
detailed form. 
This paper presents the detailed formulation of vibrational relaxation rate equations 
for CO2-N 2 system， according to the method reported by Suzuki， with further refinement. 
AIso an improvement of the form of rate equations is discussed in order to apply them 
with computational facility to the numerical time-dependent analysis of CO2 GDL. 
2. VIBRATIONAL KINETICS 
Under the condition that dissociation or ionization of molecules are not prevailing， the 
probabilities of detailed energy transfer in CO2-N2 system are ultimately specified by the 
following vibrational kinetic reactions; 
Transla tional-Vibrational (T-V) Processes 
CO!(ν)+M CO2+M+667 cm-1 
N2*+M-.:.コN2+M+2331cm-1 
Intermolecular Vibrational-Vibrational (V-V) Processes 
CO{(1I3)+N2~C02+N{+18 cm-1 








In these kinetic reactions， the asterisks denote the vibrational quantum level in a given 
mode， and M represents a collisional partner which may be CO2， N2， (He). The intr-
amolecular V-V process given by Eq. (2-5) is well known as Fermi Resonance， where the 
energy transition is so fast that modes 111 and 112 can be reasonably assumed to relax in 
equilibrium. Though the reaction by Eq. (2-3) can also be supposed as near-resonance 
(31) 
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Fig. 1 Vibrational modes and energy levels of 
CO2-N2 molecules. (three-mode model) 
called “energy pumping"， these modes are treated separately because of the intermo-
lecular effect and of the applicability of this analysis to laser energy extraction. Ac-
cording to the conditions above mentioned， three-mode model can be assumed in vi-
brational kinetics of CO2-N2 (+He) system， which is shown in Fig. 1. 
3. FORMULATION OF RATE EQUATIONS 
3-1. Vibrational Energy， Transition Probability， and General Rate Equation 
As for the processes shown in Fig. 1， vibrational rate equations can be derived in corre-
spondence with Eqs. (2-1) to (2-4). Before penetrating into the each detailed rate 
process， several fundamental relations of molecular statistics are outlined. 
The vibrational energy of unit mass of i-th gas， ef，is given by 
v 唱団 t e; 1 ~ H J 61=同=疋zEONsdl=而;E川 (3-1) 
where number density per unit volume， N;， isdefined by the number (population) density 
of i-th gas， N;， t， inenergy level e t as 
N;=L N;，/. εI=lhν. 
From local thermodynamic equilibrium (Treanor Equilibrium) defined by temperature 
(32) 
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T， Boltzmann distribution in ιth energy level can be formed as 
&回p(-if4;)¥ kTJ Ni，f=Ni 、QU/ (3-2) 
The statistical weight g， ofιth level is regarded as unity， and Q;" is partition function of 
i-th gas to gi ve 
Qトトp(-佐)=_._1 
1-exp (ーが (3-3) 
for the system of harmonic oscillators. In terms of the combination hll/k called charac-
teristic temperature，。ν，Eqs. (3-2) and (3-3) become 
Ni，f=Ni exp (争){1-exp (手)}.







and vibrational energy e~ of Eq. (3-1) is expressed as follows9J， 
イ=RT2 ~~ω?=Jチヶ・ (3-5) 
ー θT -， ____ fIJv¥ 1 
~.... ¥Tノー
These relations are applied to the gas of diatomic molecule. For poliatomic molecules 
the relations can be extended， and the following equations are obtained about CO2 under 
the assumptions of local equilibriums; 
刊 +261+ep=447+2M+ 忠. (ト6)
自 p(ヂ;;)lexplT2-1 回 p~完)-1
Qト{l-exp(-完)}-1{ 1-exp (え)ア{1-exp (会)t. (刊)
where T12三 T1=T2，T3 are vibrational temperatures that define the local equi1ibrium vi 
brational energies， Rc is the gas constant of CO2， and {}1， {}2， {}3 denote vibrational charac-
teristic temperature for each mode in Fig. 1， {}1=1997 K， {}z=960K， {}3=3380K， (九=3353K). 
The energy er is extended to the local vibrational energy in i-th mode of CO 2• The factor 
2 of the second term in the right-hand side of Eq. (3-6) represents the degeneracy in 112 
mode. 
(33) 
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In the process of vibrational energy transfer by molecular collision， the rate of a re-
action is presented in the following general expression 10) ; 
(目前) 、，/Num ber of collisions ¥ / Fraction of collisions which take transition ¥ ，. ~... -~:. ~. ，~~..._.~..- •• ，= I per unit volume， per ¥ x I that involve sufficient per unit volume， per J ¥ ::~~L :~'': ~. ~._...~， ，--- I ¥ 
¥ unit time. J ¥ energy. umttim 、 I ¥ [collision rateJZ 、[activationfactorJf 
/ Fraction of sufficiently energetic ¥ 
x l ~o~lisi?~s re叫 tingin a~tua~ reaction， ) (3-8) 
¥ defined by quantum mechanics. / 
[steric factorJ P 
The combination fP is usually considered as transition probability. Activation factor f 
can be evaluated from equilibrium kinetic theory10) or simply from the principle of de-
tailed balancingl) to give 
ffT11=叫(手)
f[ i J=l for /+1→1. 
、 、 ， ?? ???? ， 、
、
?????for 1→ 1+1， 
U sing the terms above mentioned， obtained is the general rate equation that represents 
the change per unit time of number density of harmonic oscillators inιth vibrational 
energy level as follows; 
dNi.J .....，. ..-J+.IJ/'ro..r/+.1'1.， ...... rr/'Æ+l ， ~rb{+l 一一~=ZjMNMNj;I+!/[ i JP[ i J-zjMNMNj， tf[ i JP[ i J dt -，M 
-ZjMNMN;，t![ i JP[ i J+zjMNMNj，I-!/[ i JP[ i J. (3-10) 
where ZjM is collision frequency b伽 eeni-th gas and M，and the bracket [J71]denotes 
the transition of I-th quantum level of i-th molecule to 1+ 1 level. 
3-2. T-V Energy Transfer 
Regarding the transition probability， Landau-Teller's condition in quantum mechanics 
gives th巴followingrelations for steric factor， 
1.1+1 1+1.1 
P[ i J=P[ i J.
P[ i J=(I+1 )P[ i J.
、 ， ???? ? ?? ?， ， 、
? ? ? ?
From Eqs. (3-9) and (3-11)， the general rate equation (3-10) becomes in the following 
form， 
(34) 
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dN，.1 .. ~r1..0 ， 1/... ，.. HT I 8.¥{... /."，..)¥ 一L=z'MNMP['rJI (l+l)N，.I+I-tN，.I+exp ( す)~ IN，.I-1一(l+l)N，.1~) dt -"'.' C • "L ，. -....... ..... -"r ¥ T Il'... • .' -".. )1
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(3-12) 
As the vibrational energy ef is expressed by Eq. (3-1)， the rate of energy change is ob-
tained by multiplying lJw to Eq. (3-12) and summing them over to give 
25二守LzaMNMP[ゾJhllf11(l+l)N，;I+I-f2N，.I+exp (一生H仰山一tCl+l)N，. lH at lV，mi'山 l-OL 、1/、~.J
In the bracket of right-hand side of this equation， we have 
L: {l(l+l)Ni.l+1-tZN，.d=工(l-l)tNi.l-L: tWi， 1=-L: tN"t. 
and 
エ{lzNi.l-1-1(l+1)Ni./}=L: tNi.l+ L:Ni./. 
With these relations， Eq. (3-13) is rewritten as 
3F=訪;ziMNJzo
zτ7LzNMP[jo]{61+exp(-与)(er+k8vNi)} 







This is the rate equation for T. V process， and applying this relation to Nz and Iz mode of 
COz (Eqs. (2-1) and (2-2))， following rate equations are represented; 










where RN is the gas constant of Nz， and KN， Kc denote the rate constants for T. V pro-
(35) 
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ceSses. 
3-3. Intermolecular V -V Energy Transfer 
As for the intermolecular process in CO2-N2， following kinetic reaction should be con-
sidered; 
C01t 1 (竹)+N戸コCO~( ν'3)+N;+1+18cm- 1 • (3-19) 
Equation (2-3) corresponds to the case of the lowest quantum level of this equation，田d
it presents the model to determine the kinetic rate constant associated with transition 
probability in undermentioned procedure. Similar to Eq. (3-9) from the principle of de-
tailed balancing， activation factor f for this intermolecular reaction can be obtained as 
1，1+1 r+，I;'， I 仏 (}w¥
f[ 13 ; N2 J=exp tー」T勺





and the relations between steric factors are given by 
1+1，1 r，+l 1，0 0，1 









? ? ? ?1+1.1 r.7+1 1.1+1 7+1，7 
P[ν3 ; N2 J=P[均 ; N2 J 
A) Intermolecular Transition Rate for Mode 13 of CO2 
With the aid of relations aforementioned， the energy transferred into mode 13 of CO2 
can be estimated. In the similar manner as Eq. (3-10)， general intermolecular rate 
equation from Eq， (3-19) has the following summed form， 
J町一ー ∞ 1+1.1 7.7+1 1+1.1 7，r+l 
"";}'= L: zcNN3，1+1NN，rf[ 13; N2 JP[ 内 ;N2 J dt ;;;:O-GN 
田 /./+1r+l.r 1，1+1 7+1.r 
-L: zcNN3，INN， +t![ν3; N2 JP[ 13 ; N2 J 
∞ 1，1-1 r，r+l 1，1-1 r，r+l 
-ZOZCNN3・INN，r![内 ;N2 JP[ 13; N2 J 
+ L:zcNN3，1-1NN，r+t![内 ;N2 JP[ 13; N2 J， 
Substituting Eqs. (3-20) and (3-21)， and with rearrangement we have 
dNu __1，0 O':_lr 、ヨビ=zωP[ν3;N2Jは(/+1)品，I+l-IN:υ匹。(r+1)仙 ，r 
( / ， ， .， . .. 1 I (}~-(}w\∞寸一~ (l+1)N3，パN3，l-lfexp ¥ -V;j TV7J;0(r+1)NNぺ-
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Z(r+l)NNFZ rNNF+Z NNr=7LZ川 rNN，r+NN
r~O r~O r~O nνIN r=O 
園田 V









The rate of energy change of e~ per unit volume is now obtained by multiplying lhl3 
to both sides of this equation and summing them over， 
えlhl今~M[;;;反骨h均[{山ル1川(議k+1)
f 、/8"，-80¥ p~， 寸一~ (l+l)N3， 1-IN3， ト l~exp{V"'T' V3) ーとLー|l '"' ~/"' 0，' "' 0，'-' J ~"'Y ¥ T / NN8NkJ' 
then we have 
ヲト山[;:;品川[(品サ五{l(l+l)N3， 1+1-IW3，1} 
ρ~T I月一-80¥∞ f 。 】1ー」ιexp(VN ，.v3 ) L ~ 1(l+1)Nυ-12N3，1_1 NN8Nk ~"'Y\ T / i=ol"'"' ~/""，' . .'."-'JJ 
The summation terms in the right-hand side are replaced as 










221=z N P[;山JI >T e}，_ exp (土生)(eK+Nck83)-hr幸一+1)e~ l LNi}~k exp ¥ ~ J ¥ ソ ¥NNIJN内 /P3 J 
(3-31 ) 
Using the equations for energies per unit mass and gas constants， 
(37) 
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e~= ユL， eL=Z7EL， Rczi， and Rri， 
Ncmc' -" NNmN' -- mC' mN 
(3-32) 
the equation of intermolecular V-V energy transfer rate per unit mass into 1.I3 mode of 
CO2 istransformed as follows， 
(必)INT 1001[4 (与生)(e~+ RC{}3)-( jf }v:_v =zcNNNP[ 1.I3; N2 J岡田p(UN T u3 ) (e~+ RC{}3)-(R:;N +1) e~ ・
(3-33) 
B) lntermolecular Transition Rate for N2 
Similar to Eq. (3-10)， the general rate equation of 吋 henergy level of N2 has the 
form; 
dNw一回 /，1+1 r+l.r 1，1+1 r+l，1' コア=ZFNNυNN，r+d[1.I3 ;品 JP[ν3 ，抗]
曲 1+1，1r，r+l 1+1，1 1'，.+1 -Zob品，1+仇 rf[内;品 JP[ν3，品]
-AZCN仇 INN，rf[ν3 '品 JP[1.I3 ;的]
∞ 1+1，1 ，.-I，r 1+1，1 r-l，' 
+ZOZCN的 1+仇←d[ν3 ，的 JP[ν3 ; N2 J. (3-34) 
Through the same procedure， following relations are obtained; 
dN w1 _ r1， 0 ?'.I" [" I局一見¥(， _"， >T i 
」勺:cwP[ 川 2J I阿回抑抑p(-作一7デ戸刊刊i斗哨叩汁){(什{れ什桁仰(什加印r汁川+刊1川い一r州川Ndt ~CN' L'>O ..." L ~"，.. ¥ T / l" ."'''"T， "'''，' J 一
一{(r+l)N N，-rN N， '~I} I~O(什 l)N3， I+I] • (3-35) 
∞ _v 
L: (l+l)N3.t=こL+Nc，1=0'''' .J.../.l.'1;j.1 k03 
国 -v
Z(J+1)N3.t=2 t:0'6---' iJ1V3.1+1-k{}3
、 ? ? ????? ??? ?、
、
????
∞ dNw r de~ L: rhl.N ~';;v"=ーム
{;:O"WN dt -dt 
=zJP[;:;b;]|expih二生，)(ATe~ ，+Uhl.w{ I:r(r+川町+1-I:_r2NN"t 
CLLV3，lV2JL ド ¥ TハNC{}3k'-'/，WN l=日付 j
一勧{f/(r+l)九 -S。叫}]. (3-37) 
主。{r(r+川町+1-r2NN，r}=一議





え{r(汁 1川 y 刈・r}=-(議+NN)• 
and finally for the nergy transferred into N2 per unit mass， 
(38) 
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(ウD7T1001(a-n n ~dt )v-v =zcNNcP[ν;的J[(e'1叫ん)既-65exp(~べ訪~+1)J (ト39)
Cc8N (de~\INT (3-40 ) 
CN83 ¥ dt /v-v ' 
where c and CN are mass fractions of CO2 and Nz・
3-4. Intramolecular V -V Energy Transfer 
The intramolecular reaction between 13 and 12 modes of CO2 is specified as 
/ + 1 r r r+3 
CO2(ν3; 12)+Mτ:zC02(ハ;ν2)+M+416cm-1， (3-41 ) 
where Eq. (2-4) stands for the lowest reaction level to determine the rate constant. 
The principle of detailed balancing is extended to r-→r+3 change of quantum number. 
and activation factor is given by 
f[T，77]=叫(-与ι)，









f[ 13; 12 J =1 
Also extended is Landau-Teller's condition to r→r咋3change， and from quantum me-
chanics the relations of steric factors are 
P[ 13; ν23]=す(什l)(r+l)(汁 2)(汁 3)P[円;に]，
/+1，/ r，r+3 /，/+1 r+3，r 
P[ν3 'ν2 J=P[ν3 'ν2 J. 




A) lntramolecular Transition Rate for Mode 113.of CO2 
Corresponding to Eq. (3-10)， general rate equation for l-th level of mode 13 can be 
wntten as 
dN.! ∞ 2，r /+1，/ r，r+3 /+1，/ r，r+3 
ー":~"=L zcMNMN. f[ハ;ハ JP[13 ; 1， ] dt :=0じM3.1+132
∞ 2.r+3 /，/+1 r+3，r /，/+1 r+3，r 
-LzCMNMN_. f[ν3 'ν， JP[ν3; 12 ] 
タ~O _.. 3，/ 
国 2.r /，/-1 r，r+3 /，/-1 r，r+3 
-ZFMNMぺJ[ν3'ハ JP[13; 1， ] 
∞ 2.r+3 /-1，/ r+3，r /-1，/ r+3，r 
+ L zcMNMN. f[ν3 'ν2 ] P[η;ν2 J， 
r~ 日 3./-1
(3-44) 
where ~:í is the number density of CO2 in mode 13 with l-th level and in mode 12 with 
r-th quantum level. Substituting Eqs. (3-42) and (3-43) into Eq. (3-44)， we obtain， 
(39) 
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dN3，J 11.00.3 ∞ rll1 1'\f__11\(__I l") '\{~t 0¥J¥T2，r _lf__L1¥f .. _Lr')'¥(_..J..Q¥AT2，r 一一一=c zCMNMP[ν;ηJL卜(t+1)(r十1)(r+2)(r+3)N' -1(r+1)(r+2)(r+3)N dt 6 -CM"'M L L -3' -2 ";::oL'" -， ，. -". -". -， _. 3，/+1 
+ 邸仰叫p~件与生引){κ伽川川r什州+刊叫1)山)山(附r什付刊+叶叫3め)N口;ご:ご::一(α加刷川川f什削川+刊叫1)以山)(山r件叫+1
(3一45)
In this step introduced are the normalized number densities defined by following 
relations; 
N3，1 一生!. -'ー坐j _，=N3，I.N2，1 XI=苛τ.X，= Nと. Xi= Nc' Xi= Nc .7克明X，・ (3-46) 
In terms of these variables Eq， (3-45) can be rewritten as 
dN. 1 1 ._ _" 1，0 0，3 回「ヲfL=τZ仰 NMP[1I3;ν2JNc 1:0 L(l+l)(川)(日)(同)勾+IX， -l(r+ 1 )(r+2)(r+3) XIX， 
十回p(与生){l(r+l)問問XIー ん一(川(r+1)(川)(川)叫3}J
(3-47) 
Multiplying Eq. (3-47) by lh均 andsumming over al energy levels， energy transfer rate 
of mode 113 in the process of Eq， (3-41) can be written by 
。V ∞ d^人，ニー 主=L Ihl， ~L;LO" dt I"='O mv 3 dt 
=すZc，山 N内
+exp(与野。三。{12xl_I-I(l吋
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Substituting Eqs. (3-49) and (3ー50)into Eq. (3-48)， obtained is 
子=すそ山P[;:ど][ -e~~o供6rz+ 11r+6川
/3(}.-(}o¥ /._ . ，¥∞ 1 +位P ト十~H N.向+en五(rL3r2+2r)Xづ
567 
(3-51) 
To evaluate summation terms in Eq. (3-51)， a Boltzmann distribution function is 
introduced. Without taking into account other modes， mode J.l2 of COz isassumed to be in 
a local vibrational equilibrium specified by a temperature T. Note that the partition 
function is different from what defined by Eq. (3-7) because of omitting other modes in 
COz. According to this assumption， following relations are obtained; 
/ rhJ.lλ 
n-eXP¥-kiJ 
z こ，;r ~v ~J. ~ {ト回p(hν，(3)}exp (rhJ.ldi)， 
Nc Q 
(3=ー 土- kT' 
(3-52) 
where partition function QV is given by Eq. (3-3)， and vibrational energy per unit volume 
e~ is represented from Eqs. (3-1) and (3-5)， 
ニ Nr:h仏e~= Ncmce~= L:_ rhJ.l，Nc 一一二ム」A ZYE京士瓦，(3)ー 1
From Eq. (3-53)， the summation of rXr is given by 
ぶ 1 _ e~_A 士。TXr二 exp(-hν，(3 )-1一疋hJ.l， =r1 
(3-53 ) 
(3ー54)
Also from the first differentiation of this equation by (3，following r官lationis obtained; 
θ/ι 一¥_hJ.l2 exp (-hJ.lz(3) _ (eDZ exp (-hJ.l，β) 
万ほJZyf{巴xp(-hJ.l，(3)ー 1}z (Nc) 2hJ.lz 
=JLhv。{1+JL午hJ.l，A(1+A)• 
NchJ.l;-' ¥ - Nchνノ z
(3-55) 
In a similar manner the second derivative of Eq. (3-54) with respect to (3 becomes as 
。， (ι“¥一 θihJ.I， ~xp( -=-~~)l 
θβ2 ¥;:'0' ~r / θ(3L{exp(-hJ.l，、 h
= (hJ.l，)2A(1 + A)(1+2A). (3-56) 
On the other hand the summation of rXr is also obtained from multiplying Eq. (3-52) by 
r and taking their summation over r as follows， 
zo町 r-ζr{l-exp (hJ.l，(3)} exp (rhJ.l，(3) . (3-57) 
(41) 
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Taking the first derivative of this equation with s yields 
立仁三 rx，)=I:_ [r2h1l2 {l-exp (hIl2s)}叫(伽2s)一的12exp (hIl2s)叫(伽2s)]θs¥作日 / 
=Z r2hvp，Z rhuzy 








and the summation of r2x， can be obtained from this relation together with Eq. (3-55) as 
白 1θ/∞¥
，一一τ(L:rx, )+A2=A+2A2• ;:0. -， hl28s ¥;:0. -，/ (3-58) 
The second differentiation of Eq. (3-57) with respect s similarly becomes; 
~2 ，/回 、 品開
か山川=均三[ル2{1-exp(り)}悶(幼門前向田p(hν2s)exp (伽2s)]
=L:{ r切ら弘一2r2h2d z， -rh2d ZF } :'ol' '. 'G..". -， . 'Gexp(-hIl2s)一1.. -Gexp(-hIl2s)一1)
zh24T3zf261影(友会(え叫)+Aい切A2，
which gives the summation of r3x" along with Eq. (3-55)， 
国 lθ2I 曲、 2e~ 8 I∞¥ 
x_=一一'"~~~?( L: rx.)十一一一一τ・:"(L: rxrl+A2+A3 r';'O' -r (hν2)2 8ß2\~O'-r/ . Nc(hll)“8s ¥r"::o' -r / 
=6A3+6A2+A. (3-59) 
Using Eqs. (3-54)， (3-58)， and (3-59)， the summation terms in Eq. (3-51) can be evalu-
ated to give; 
え(へ+的r+伽 r+向 )=6ML43，
¥ 1VCnll2 / 
2(九一3九十2η.)=6( .~~ )3 r";o -_， -r _. -r' - ¥ NchνJ 
、 ー ? ?? ????， 、
、???
?? ? ? ?
Substituting these equations into Eq. (3-51)， obtained is 
子←z仰:cMNMP[副町川 [( 蒜剥市yμ3そυu(ω叫川e~
(3-ト一6引1) 
Finally the equation of intramolecular V-V energy transfer rate per unit mass into 13 
mode of CO2 isrepresented as follows; 
(42) 
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(誓)ご=zcMN，パ;ピ][(訪3(e~+ Rc{h) exp (与生)叫
B) lntramolecular Transition Rate for Mode 112 of CO2 
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Similar consideration can be applied to the mode 112 of CO2， and the equivalent rate 
equation to Eq. (3-44); 
dN2 田 /，1+1r+3，r 1，/+1 r+3.r 
--工=L: ZcMNMN:・7+3f[ν3; 112 JP[ν3 ，内]dt t=o 叩 ~.I
国 1，1+1r，r-3 1，1+1 r，r-3 三zcMNMN;，;f[ν3 J 12山 ν3; 12 ] 
国 1+1，1 久r+3 /+1.1 1，1+3 三zcMNMN::;+J[ν3'ν2 JP[ν3 ' 12 ] 
1+1，1 r-3，r 1+1，1 r-3，r 
+50ZCMNMN;訂f[ 113 ; ν2 JP[ν3 'ν2 ] 
is transformed into 
互苧告T工→匂ωNMNcP[♂川ιバ町叫叫;ピ込山以仏:;刀:山J♂ふ;にむ河h芯苫]哩也巨巴0円 tべ(七ヤい(ケ加山r什+
×狗吋吋e回叫X却pベ(件与半生吟斗)-一2i計炉J〆F円(α刷f什削十刊1)九)X勾 川叫1+州ll{C叶ι1心eヤいr什州刊+刊叫lοω山)(治(νr叫叩肘川+いケい印日刊一→引-1)(以山)(
Making use of the following equations; 
L:XI=l， 
国 _v




and multiplying by rhl2， the summed rate of energy transfer becomes as; 
de~ ;， ， dN2， r 




["， ( e~ ，，¥ (3(}，-{hヘf∞=7zrMNMNcP[ν; ~; ] I hl2 (一一+リexp(VV~ VOH L: r(r+1)(r+2)(r+3)川
M レ 3 し¥Nchll3 . -/_"'-¥ T / l;:o 
一三代r-l)(r-2)xr}-hIl2("e:.)伝的+1)(同)(同)Xr~o' V ~/V -/-r J "'2 ¥Nchll!l;':O 
一台2(刊 (3-66) 
(43) 
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The summation terms in bracket are estimated by 
台(r切+山川云〆(r一山
、 ? 」 ????? ?? ?
、??? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
Er(r+l)(r+2)(r+3)zy-272(rl)(r2)川 =-18(JL+13
¥ Nch 12 -/ 
And finally obtained is the rate equation of intramolecular V-V energy transfer per 
unit mass to mode ν2 of CO2 as follows; 
(多)ご=仙ι:;:]そ[-(長y(e~+ RC(J3)exp (与生)+e~(朴正}YJ
(3-68) 
4. COMBINED RATEEQUATIONS FOR C02-N2 SYSTEM 
According to the three-mode model shown in Fig. 1， summarized energy rate equations 




Substituting Eqs. (3-17)， (3-18)， (3-33)， (3-40)， (3-62)， and (3-68) into these terms 
yields the final form of Eqs. (4-1) as; 
じ 3(Jo
ニニゴ=-L1eHニコL1e.~? . dt “ (J3 叫，
生~=-L1 e~2+ L1ゐ
dt 






2 ex; (ヂ)-1 (4-5) 
ef，=ゐ(eL R7~\ J. 
N 叫(ず)-1 (4-6) 
(44) 
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These relations are what are called vibrational rate equations for CO2-N2 (+He) system 
employed in the analysis of CO2 GDL. Here rate constants Pc and QCN are defined by 
1，0 0，3 
Pc=ZCMNMP[ν3; IJ 2J ， 
QCN=zCNNNP[ν3; N2J， 
and each of these constants is the reciprocal of vibrational relaxation time " so that the 
parallel resistance rule for ， can be applied to the constants to give， 
XN ， Xc， XHe 
Kc=一一+一一+一一一，
'2N '2(コ r2He
白 XH•Jol..=--Il.N-- ， 
'NH. 
XN， XC， XH• 
PC=一一+一一+一一，




with neglecting small terms. Relaxation times can be practically determined byempirical 
data， e.g. from Taylor and Bittermannll). The data for relaxation times used in our in-
vestigation of CO2 GDL are examplified as follows; 
log(Pr2c)=一0.7636-30.94α+599.1a2_2123a3，







where T(め，p(atm)， and ，(μsec) are employed and 
α=T→13 
(4-10) 
For example， the relaxation constants obtained from Eqs. (4-9) and (4-10) are shown 
in Fig. 2， in the case of (XC，XN，XHe)=(0.1， 0.4， 0.5). 
(45) 








0.07 0.09 0.1 0.13 0.15 0.17 0.19 0.21 
L _1 fす(K 3) 
Fig. 2 Variation of rate constants with temperature. 
(Xc， XN， XHe)=(O.l， 0.4， 0.5) 
5. AN IMPROVED FORM OF RATE EQUATIONS 
Owing to the assumption of 3-mode model in CO2-N2 system， modes 1 and 12 are spか
cified by a single vibrational temperature T12・Whenthis model is applied to the numerical 
analysis such as time-dependent method for quasi-onedimensional nozzle flow of CO2-N 2， 
algebraic equation with respect to T12 must be numerically solved at each step to obtain 
the energies ~ and e~ separately. To avoid this numerical inefficiency， the rate equations 
are transformed into the improved expression with vibrational temperatures. 
Since the vibrational energy in each mode is a function of single vibrational temperature， 
following derivatives with respect to the temperatures can be derived; 
虫色 Di 叫J:;) ム司 自P(先)_J fc 官、
_.v l(~112y {回p(先)-ly -(ぞy{叫
?
?
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nexp (先)
ぽN." (宮y{位p(女)-lf
The Rate Equation (4-2) for mode 1 inFig. 1 can be arranged as 




and with the aid of local equilibrium together with Eq. (5-1)， the expression with TI2 
transformed from Eq. (5-4) is obtained as 
:t (主)=I目 p(え) +2~xp (お 1
ーブ l(:2 y {exp (手!:)-IY (31ずいp(兵)-lyI 







In the similar procedure to obtaIn Eq. (5-5)， expressions of Eq. (4-3) by T3 and Eq. 
(4-4) by TN can be transformed as follows; 
ーー (2Y{e刈兵)-ly五(去)=‘
出p(支)
(号r{exp (会)イ(ー号)= (m器ぬ)， 
exp (会)
where d T~N and d T~ are given by 
川市exp(女)叫ザ~)一郎p(完)
… (叫支旬)-一1}{かe叫X
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Equations (5-5)， (5-8) and (5-9) are the temperature expression of rate equations， 
which can be employed to numerical analysis without solving them to obtain vibrational 
temperatures in each numerical step. The similar consideration can be applied also to 
the vibrational energy expression of rate equations， and both expressions are utilized ac-
cording to numerical demand. 
6. CONCLUSION 
According to the assumption of three-mode model in COz-N z (十He)system， the de-
tailed derivations of molecular vibrational rate equations are presented. An improvement 
of the form of these equations cqnvenient to tim争dependentnumerical analysis is also 
made to be present. 
Along with this system of rate equations， mass， momentum， and energy equations and 
equation of state are employed to estimate the performance of COz GDL. A quasi-onedi-
mensional calculation of these equation was applied to a nozzle shown in Fig.3 by explicit 
time-dependent numerical method devised by MacCormack as an exampIe. The typical 
result for the distributions of temperatures T， Tz， T3， and TN is represented in Fig. 4. As 
can be seen in this figure， the present method by the system of rate equations with temper-
ature expressions predicts reasonable performance of conventional COz GDL. 
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Fig. 4 Distributions of translational and vibrational 
temperatures along the nozzle. 
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On the Typical Surface Landslide and Eroded Valleys 
on the Slope in Monbetsu~chõ， Hokkaidδ， Caused 
by R ainstorm in Aug.， 1981 
Nobuo Kozima 
Abstract 
In Aug. 5， 1981， a severe rainstorm attacked and caused surface landslides in Hidaka dis-
trict， Central Hokkaidδ. The soillayer， which contains volcanic ash bed in its middle part， 
slided at 270 points on the terrace slope in Toyosato area， Monbetsu-cho. Mud flows oc-
curred and deposited sediments on a11uvial plane extending over 170,000m 2• By the evidence 
of succession of the sediments， itis considered as fo11ows: -Volcanic ash bed in the soil 
layer first slided along the slope in temporarily saturated underground water and came out 
of the soil layer through seepage surface at the foot of the slope and flowed. Secondly the 
soil layer slided， and thirdly it tumbled down and flowed. The process of th巴landslideis 
shown schematica11y in Fig. 6. 
The sliding soil eroded the bedrock and left scoop-， spoon-， and bilge-like valleys on the 













































十。 2 3 4 km 
図-3 豊郷付近の地質図(山口 19585)及び今井・角， 19572)による。一部修正)
X:厚賀層 Y:豊郷段丘堆積物 P:門別段丘堆積物 Q:上位河岸段丘堆積物







































平均勾配は 35C~40C.上端部はやや急で下端部はやや緩やかである。幅は1.5~40m. 長さは 50







































岩の薄層を狭む。層理が認められ，その走向は N300~500W. 傾斜は 20 0:tSWである。台地
の上部には洪積統の段丘堆積物 (Y)が，厚賀層を水平な不整合面(高度 80m:t)できってそ
















* 火山灰層 (B)以上は明らかに沖積統であるが，下位表土層 (A)の少くとも下部は基盤岩(鮮新
統または洪積統)の風化帯である。一括して表土層としているが，異る時代の層が含まれている。











1. 原地形 2. はらみ出し期 3.小崩壊期 4. 火山灰
流出期 5. 滑降期 6. 崩落期 7. 泥流期









































































1) 北海道火山灰命名委員会・北海道の火山灰分布図， 1972. 
2) 今井功・角 靖夫・ 5万分の l地質図幅「富}lIJおよび説明書，北海道開発庁， 1957. 
3) 岸 力外23名:昭和56年8月北海道豪雨災害lζ関する調査研究，昭和56年度自然災害特別研究，
2 1O~259 頁， 1982. 
4) 武居有恒:地すべり・崩壊・土石流， 198・199頁，鹿島出版会， 1980. 







Catalytic Activity of Various Compounds 
in the Gasification of Carbon 
Part 1. Reaction with Oxygen 
Ikuo Inagawa， Keikichi Fujikawa， Hirotoshi Tanaka 
and Koshiro Miyahara 
Abstract 
Catalytic gasification of pure carbon in the reaction with oxygen was tested with the 
carbon samples impregnated with various metal compounds. Compounds of Ia group 
metal in the periodic table were the most active. The activities of almost all the com 
pounds indicated a tendency that gasi白cationrates decreased with increasing numb巴rof 
the periodic group of metal ion under the present experimental conditions. Within one 
periodic group， samples were gasified with almost similar rates. The reaction using 1802 
in place of normal oxygen formed considerable amount of oxidized compounds contain-
ing 160 which might be present in metal oxide on carbon. Referring to 1) and 2) of refer-
ences we have found the results suggest that the working state of the impregnating com 
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Fig. 2 Pressure of formed CO2 within 30 min versus reaction 
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Fig _ 4 Variations of COz formation rate with temperature 
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Fig. 5 Pressure and mass spectra of evolved gas 
by decomposition of impregnating KN03 
(匡謡;fragment from CO2) 
3.酸素同位体による炭素のガス化





炭素のみの試料 (a)において.M=44および 46のピークが現われる ζ とは，生成炭酸ガ
スの中にそれぞれ C1602および C180160が含まれている乙とを示す。 180に対する 160 の
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1) 横山伸也，宮原孝四郎，田中度一，田代裏，高桑功，日化誌.1盤立 (6).974 (1980) ; Shin-ya 
Y okoyama， Koshiro Miyahara， Ken-ichi Tanaka， Isao Takakuwa， Jo Tashiro， Fuel， 
堕;510 (1979) ;横山伸也，宮原孝四郎，田中慶一，豊島勇，田代嚢，高桑功，触媒 22(1)， 
p. 1 (1980). 





Power consumption required for agitation of 
slurry in a horizontal stirred vessel 
Kiyoshi Idogawa*， Takashi Fukuda*， Koji Ikeda* 
and Koji Ando 
Abstract 
Power consumption required for agitation of the CaC03 slurry in a horizontal stirred 
vessel was measured， and was compared with power consumption for gas-liquid system. 
The values of power number were correlated with Froude number， using average density 
of the slurry. The relation was in good agreement with that for gas-liquid system. Viscosi-
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Density of CaC03 powder: 2. 72x103 kg/m3 





















at 200C at 200C 
Ckg/m3J CFa・sJ
998 1. 002xlO-3 
1020 1. 23xlO-3 
1050 1. 54xlO-3 
1110 2. 33xlO-3 
1230 5. 73xlO-3 
CaC03 










2 Dt = 0.283 m 
L1Dt = 2 
Di=0.255 m 
Ni =1， nb = 4 
c [・10JP[kgJrfJ 。。 998 。 5 1020 
，. 
2 3 4 68105 2 34 68106 2 
NRe [ー ]

















2 34 6810-1 2 34 68100 2 345 
NFr [ー]











D; :撹伴羽根直径 (m) NRe レイノルズ数(=D;2.n・ρ/μ) 〔ー〕
Dt:撹伴槽直径 (m) n:撹伴羽根回転速度 (l/s) 
Dp:固体粒子の直径 〔μm) P:撹梓所要動力 (W) 
g:重力加速度 (m/s2) ε:液量率 〔ー〕
L:槽長 (m) μ:懸濁液および:'7)<の粘度 (Pa.s) 
NFr: フルード数 (~D;.n2/g) (-) ρ:懸濁液および、水の密度 (kg/m3) 
参考文献
1) 安藤公二:化学装置.p. 19 (Feb， 1975) 
2) 安藤公二・原 弘・遠藤一夫.化学工学.35， 466 (1971) 
3) Clark， B. : Trans. Instn. Chem. Engrs.， 45， 251 (1967) 
4) 奥田 聡，“レオロジーに p.151，丸善(1959)
5) 粉体工学研究会編，“粉体粒度測定法"，第1版，養賢堂， (1964) 





Isotopic Abundance of Lead in J apanese Granites Province 
Hirotoshi Tanaka and Seiji Nakamura 
Abstract 
It is geologicallv important to determine lead isotopic abundance in granite from 
petrographic provinces in Japane. The isotopic abundace can distinguish the geochrono-
logical characteristic of th巴provincesamong others. Surfase ionization mass spectrometry 
using a Hitachi RMU-6 Type mass spectrometer equipped with a newly established 
computer system has been applied the d巴terminationof isotopic abundances of lead in those 
granites from four typical provinces such as Tsukuba， Naegi， Hira and Sakihama. 
Measured lead isotopic abundances in granite from the same petrographic province have 
been found to be equal respectively within the analytical accuracy by the above method， 
whil巴g巴ologicallyknown difference of characteristics of the granites from those provinces 

















































































表-11<:::試料中の鉛同位体比を示す。次にその表を基にして Pb(207/206) -Pb (208/206) 




207Pb 208Pb 206Pb 207Pb i盤E上L
206Pb 206Pb 204Pb 204Pb 204Pb 
筑
筑波型1 0.8569 (0.2) 2. 134 (0. 2) 18.03 (0.3) 15.44 (0.3) 38.51 (0.3) 
N 2 0.8557 (0. 1) 2. 149 (0. 2) 18.08 (0. 2) 15.46 (0. 2) 38.88 (0.2) 
波 N 3 0.8515 (0. 1) 2.139 (0. 2) 18.23 (0.3) 15.50 (0. 2) 39.01 (0. 1) 
地 稲田型l 0.8498 (0.2) 2. 133 (0.2) 18.40 (0.2) 15.63 (0. 3) 39.25 (0.4) 
N 2 0.8498 (0.2) 2.119 (0.2) 18.38 (0.4) 15.62 (0. 3) 38.98 (0. 2) 
方
N 3 0.8482 (0. 1) 2. 121 (0.2) 18.24 (0.2) 15.48 (0.2) 38.72 (0. 3) 
苗木型1 0.8444 (0. 1) 2.111 (0.2) 18.52 (0. 2) 15.64 (0.2) 39. 12 (0. 3) 
苗 n 2 0.8429 (0. 2) 2.110 (0.2) 18.48 (0. 2) 15.55 (0.2) 38.99 (0.2) 
木
N 3 0.8418 (0. 1) 2.104 (0.1) 18.44 (0.2) 15.51 (0.3) 38.83 (0.3) 
N 4 0.8422 (0. 1) 2.097 (0. 1) 18.44 (0.2) 15.51 (0.2) 38.77 (0. 1) 
地
" 5 0.8420 (0. 1) 2. 106 (0. 1) 18.44 (0. 1) 15.51 (0.1) 38.72 (0. 1) 
方 N 6 0.8415 (0. 1) 2. 105 (0. 1) 18.32 (0. 3) 15.42 (0.2) 38.66 (0.2) 
毛呂窪型 0.8407 (0. 1) 2. 105 (0. 1) 18.26 (0. 2) 15.34 (0.2) 38.51 (0.2) 
比 良 0.8430 (0. 1) 2.106 (0.2) 18.39 (0.3) 15.50 (0.3) 38.75 (0. 3) 






















































































1) Shimizu， N: J. Fac. Univ. Tokyo， Sec. I， 17， 445 (1970) 
2) Miyazaki， A.， Sato， N. and Saito， N. : Geochem， J.， 7， 231 (1973) 
3) 室住正世，中村精次，湯浅光秋:分析化学26，626， (1977) 
4) E. B. Sandell， Colorimetric Determination of Traces of Metals， 2nd ed. p. 392 
5) 柴田秀賢編:日本岩石誌 I(1967)朝倉書庖
6) 柴田秀賢:地質学雑誌46，547 (1939) 
7) 下回信男:日化誌81，1835 (1960) 






Emission Spectrography of Copper in Granites 
and Their bearing Biotites 
Hirotoshi Tanaka， deceased Nobuo Shimoda and Takanori Suzuki 
Abstract 
A minute amount of copper contained in granites and their bearing biotites could be 
exactly determined by emission spectrography using nikel as an internal standard. Matrix 
effects resulting from bulk chemical and mineral compositions of the sample and from 
existent state of copper were minimized to negligible small by preparing the copper 
standard series of granites and biotites whose copp巴rconcentrations had been exactly 
determined. 
A certain amount of Ni was added to these standard granites， biotite and the samples 
under measurements， and the I(Ni)/I(Cu) ratios were measured by the use of a Shimazu 
QL-170 Littrow type spectrography. The I(Ni)II(Cu) ratio could show copper concentra-
tions in the samples with a relative error of 6%. 
Copper concentration in the N akanomichi (Ibaragi Pref巴cture) granite and biotite 
sampl巴swere found to be 6. 7 and 11. 3 respectively at the level of ppm， revealing a geo-
ch巴micalimportance of copper enrichment in the bearing biotite. 































弧光法 弧光電圧;200V。弧光電流;5 A。断続比;1 : 4。断続周期;4/秒
2-2-2 撮影条件
スリット巾;10/1000。電極間隙;2 mm。予備放電時間;50秒。中間絞;5皿。


























標準系列試料 銅濃度 INi/lcu (ppm) 測定値 平均値
A 3.4 0.43 0.45 0.44 0.44 0.37 0.44 
B 4. 5 0.68 0.73 0.70 0.71 0.70 。目70
C 6.0 0.78 0.93 0.88 0.92 0.96 0.92 
D 9.6 1.90 1.88 1.83 2.11 1.72 1. 87 
L 一一
表-2 標準系列黒雲母中の銅の濃度とその INi/Icu
標準系列試料 鍋濃度 INi/Icu (ppm) 測定値 平均値
E 7.6 0.65 0.59 0.58 0.53 0.53 0.54 0.45 0.45 
F 11. 3 1.04 1.28 1.28 1.30 1.28 1. 26 1.32 1.20 1.15 1.38 1.35 
G 14.8 1.74 1.96 1.52 1.60 1.80 1. 73 1.75 1.57 1.96 1.57 1.80 





























表 lおよび表 2より図 1の検量線が得られる。乙の図-1を用いて表-3の主化学成分を有
する花乙う岩(茨城県中の道)および黒雲母(同)中の銅濃度を求めた。結果を表-41と示す。
花乙う岩(%) 黒雲母(%)
Si02 71. 42 34.05 
Ti02 0.35 3.03 
Ah03 14.55 18. 12 
Fe203 0.50 2.43 
FeO 2.54 21. 33 
MnO 0.055 0.69 
MgO 0.66 5.45 
CaO 2.35 1. 44 
Na20 3.27 0.10 
K20 3.95 8.50 






担IJ 定 値 (ppm) 平均値 変動係数(%)
花乙う岩 5.4 5.5 5.3 5. 7 5.2 6. 1 5.8 5. 7 5 


















1) 下回信男:日化76(11) 1248 (1955) 
2) 下回信男・遠藤信也:日化86(1 ) 43 (1965) 
3) L. H. Ahrens， S.R. Tay lor: Spectrochemical Analysis. 2 nd ed. Addison-Wesley 1961 
p.244 
4) A. E. Watoson， G. M. Russel: Spectrochim. Acta 33 (5) 143 (1978) 
5) 浜口 博・黒田六郎・小沼直樹・安永力:日化82(9) 1190 (1961) 
6) 立川正久:地質学雑誌70，36 (1964) 
7) E. B. Sandell， Colorimetric Determination of Traces of Metals， 2nd edo p. 304 
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Propagation of Elastic Wave in two Layered Concentric 
Cylinder Having Different Elastic Constants 
Kenichi G. MATSUOKA and Sumio G. NOMACHI* 
Abstract 
Propagation of stress waves in a two concentrically layered cylinder: an inner solid and 
an outer annular cylinders of different elastic moduli each other， isinvestigated as an eigen 
value problem of the coe伍cientsmatrices of boundary conditions which are derived from 
the solution of dynamic equations of cylindrical coordinates by means of Hankel 
transforms. 
The discussions are around the variations of wave velocity with the change of ratio 
between wave length and the diameter of the outer cylinder. Th巴numericalcalculations are 
performed for several ratio of the diameter of the cylinders. 
1. lntroduction 
A cylinder concentrically layered one with another is supposed to be the simplest 
example of composite materials. The solution of stress wave in th巴twolayered cylinder， 
may give us one of the basic properties conc巴rningthe stress wave propagation in a fiber 
reinforeced composite whieh has become of increasing importance as well as research 
object. 
In this paper， the discussion is specifically focused on the propagation of the axial 
stress wave in the two layered elastic cylinder. The variations of the wave velocity are 
shown by the change of ratio between the wave length and the diameter of the outer part， 
with the different combinations of elastic moduli and densities. The dispersion diagram 
thus obtained give the bar velocity of the two layered cylinder by letting wav巴lengthbe 
infinite， and the modes corresponding to various v巴locitydescribe how the composite 
action works between both layers. 
* Department of Civil Engineering， Hokkido University. 
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2. Fundamental Equations of Stress Wave propagation 
The equation of motions written in the cylindrical coordinates r， {} and z， yield the 
solutions of the harmonic stress wave in the solid and the hollow cylinders by means 
of finite Hankel transforms in the r dir巴ction，as follows; 
Fig. 1 The two layered cylinder. 
u=(Amr+Bmr) cos m{}・e，tCI-zIV)
v= (Amr-Bmr) sin m{}・6削 I-ZIV)
Amrニ E1[必I(品r){a凶 μ+(m+l)Amk+ (m-l )Bmk-iNEmk/2} / Nμ 
十 (μN2/ρ2){xi:j，( Nttr) / N，μ-NaXc.:t (Nar)/ N2} {f3mk/2μ 
+ (m+l )Amk-(m-l )Bmk-iNEmd J 
Bmr= 2: [ -x~k}(Nμ r) {αmk/2μ+ (m+ 1 )Amk + (m--l )Bmk 
+iNEmk/2}Nμ+(μN2/ρ2){X込!(Nttr)/N，μ-Naxi:} (Nar)/ N2} 
X {f3mk/2μ+ (m+1)Amk一(m-l)Bmk-iNEmk} J， 
ω=WmrCOS m{}・eitCト ZIV)= L [Ci:)( N，μr)Emk+ (2ttiN /ρρ2) 
X {C;;) (Nar) -Ci:) (Nttr)}{ f3mk/2μ+(m+l )Amk一(m-l)Bmk 






where u， V，ωare components of displacements in the r， 8， z directions respectively. 
μ， A: Lame's elastic constants， N=ρ/V=2π=π!l• ρ: circular frequency， V: propagation 
velocity of wave in the z direction， L: wave length， 1:half of wave length，ρ: density， 
炉 0，1， 2，…・，N!=N2一ρpυ，N!=N2一ρ〆/(2μ+A).
The following functions are seen in the Eqs. (3)~(5) 
C;;)(Nr) =R;;:m(Nr) / Rぷら(Nak)，. x;;j，(Nr)=R払)1m(Nr)/R27間 (Nak)，
x込?(Nr)=R詐I明 (Nr)/R;;:m(Nak)， 
which are for the outer cylind巴rby letting the outer and inner radii al and a2， and ao 
(94) 
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=a2， that is 
R;klm (Nr )=lj (Nr)Km (Nak-1)一(-1)j+mlm(Nak-1)Kj(Nr)， 
j=m-1， m， m+l， k=1，2 
In case of a solid cylinder， letting k=l， and the radius = a， we have 
R}~l，. (Nr)=lj(Nr) ， j=m-1， m， m+1. 
The functions 1 and K are the modified Bessel functions of the 1st and 2nd order 
respectiv巴ly.The letters αmk， j3mk， Amk， Bmk and Emk， are unknown coefficients relating to 
the stresses and the displacements on the outer and inner boundaries. 
3. Boundary Conditions 
By putting I for the subscription， we have the coe伍cientsof the outer layer and the 
coefficients of the inner cylinder are given by the subscription of 2， as shown in Fig. 1. 
Let r be ak in the Fgs. (3)， (4) we have， 
Amr)r~ak=akAmk ， (6)， Bmk)r~ak=akB帥， (7). 
1). Conditions for r=a，・
The Egs. (6)， (7) yield， 
i) Amr， l)r~a ，= a1Am1， B mr.1)r~a ， =a1B問 1.h (8) 
The outer surface is free from any stresses， and it follows， 
i) ar ， a)r~a ，=O ム 13m1・1=0， 'rO ・ l)r~a1ニO 人 am 1 ， 1=0 ，
'rz a戸 a，=O，
(9) 
2). Conditions for r=a2• 
Likewise， we have from the Egs. (6) and (7)， 
ii) Amr， l)r~a2=a2 ・ Am2 '， I. Amr・2)内 2=a2Am1，2. 
Bmr. l)r~a2=a2Bm2 叫 1. Bmr・ 2)r~a2ニa2Bm1 ， 2， 




and the continuity of the displacements is written by 
iv) U1)r~a2=U2)ドa2 • V1)r~a2=V2)r~a2 • ωl)r~a2=ω2)r~a2 
Am2，I=Aml・2. Bm2・I=B問 1，2， Em2・I=Eml・2 、 ， ?????、 、
Or，1)r=02=Or・2)r=02' Tr(} ・ l)r~a2ニ 'rO ・ 2)戸a2
αml.l-αm1・2. j3ml ，= j3m1. 2 
and 
'rz ・ l)r~a2='問 02)r=a2' (12) 
(95) 
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The Egs. (8)-(12)， 1ead to the rnatrix for the eigen va1ue frorn which phase ve10city 
of stress wave rnay be obtained. 
4. Numerical Example 
Taking the ratio of the e1astic rnoduli and the densities between both layer as E/ E 1= 
7. 0 and ρ/ρ1=3. 2 with the Poisson's ratio:ν戸116，).12=0.3， we carried out the nurneri-
ca1 ca1culation of the phase velocity cocerning axially symmetrica1 wave for a/al=O. 0， 
O. 25， O. 5 and 1. O. The case of a/a1=0. 0 and 1. 0 coincide with the cases a sing-
1e solid cylinder. The ca1culation of the eigen va1ues from the prescribed matrix， was 
performed by means of iteration keeping an accぽ acyfor a nurnber of five figures. 
The eigen va1ue is nothing but the phase ve1ocity， from which the group ve10city is 
derived by nurnerica1 differentiation. 
Fig. 2 shows the dispersion diagram concerning the phase ve10city of the 1st order. 
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Fig." The comparison between phase and group velocity of two layered cylinder. 
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0.4 
sbear wave velocity of tbe outer material， and abssisa， by a/l on tbe left and by 
lIa， on tbe rigbt part in wbicb 1 is tbe half of wave length. Thus the figure covers 
all tbe wave lengtb from zero to infi凶te. Tbe dotted lines are for tbe solid cylinders， 
(97) 
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一一一一-a2/al =0. 2S一一一-adal=O.5_.--_ adal=O.O --一一一向/a，.l.O
~l 50.0 10・o 2.0 1・o 0・5
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Fig. 5 The wave modes of W， 0 z， 0 nd T rz. 
one with E"ρ" )/1 and another with Ez，ρ2，1.12・Thefull lines are for the two layered 
cylinder， and they are drawn between both dotted lines in Fig. 2. In case of infinite 
wave length， VIVs，=1. 681 for a/a1=0. 25 and VIVs，=1. 942 for a/a，=O. 5. The bar 
velocities corresponding to the above， which are calculated by use of material constants 
averaged over cross sections， are 1. 699 and 1. 940， respectively. They are of fairly 
good coincidence. However， as wave length tends to zero the velocity become to that 
of Rayleigh wave on the outer free suface. 
Fig. 3 shows the dispersion diagram of group velocities. Tbe lines in the fig町巴
represent same discrimination with those in Fig. 2. The group velocities of the 
layered cylinder are not always evaluat巴dbetween those of solid cylinders. The 
minimum values for the layered cylinder are smaller than those of solid cylinders. 
Fig. 4 shows the phase and the group velocities of the two layered cylinder， and the 
group velocity is always lower than the phase velocity except in the short wave range. 
Fig. 5 includes many figures showing the wave modes of the axial displacement W， 
the stresses Oz and TTZ， with Ila，=50. 0， 10. 0， 2.0， 1.0， O.5， O.125， and O. 025. We 
see that the modes uniformly distribute over the section when the wave length in large， 
(98) 
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Cylinder Having Different Elastic Constants 
however， the modes vary over the section as the wave legth becomes short. The mode 
in solid cylinder tends to surface wave style as the wave length becomes shorter. 
Whereas the mode in the two layered cylinder， keeps uniform distribution on the 
section of inner cylinder until a considerably short wave length occurs， a concentration 
of the mode to the outer surface takes place at very short wave length. 
5. Conelusions 
Investigating the propagation of stress wave in the concentrical two layered cylinder 
of different巴lasticmoduli and densities in th巴wayof three dimensional stre四 problem，
we have the results as follows: 
1). The phase velocity of the two layered cylinder is in good agr田mentwith the 
bar velocity by use of statical equivalent rigidity. 
2). By tending the wave length to zero， tbe phase velocity becomes the Rayleigh wave's 
one on the outer free surface. 
3)， The group velocity of the two layered cylinder is not always in between those of 
the solid cylinders of each elastic moduli and densities. 
4). The elastic wave concentrates to the outer boundary for the short wave length. 
The numerical example was calculated using FACOM 230-75 of Hokkaido U凶v巴rSl-
ty and MELCOM 9100 of Muroran Institute of Technology. 
Referenees 
1) K. Matsuoka and S. Nomachi， Procs. JSCE， No. 258， (1977) p. 13. 
2) K. G. Matsuoka and S. G. Nomachi， Theoretical and Applied Mechanics， Vol. 24. 


















The Dynamic Response of Plate with Two Ribs 
under Impact Load 
. Hiroshi Takano*， N orimitsu Kishi 
and Sumio G. Nomachi** 
Abstract 
Reaction against normal impulsive forces on the midspan of a rectangular acryl plate， 
which is reinforced by two ribs parallel to its free sides， was measured. 
Stress analysis corresponding to the test was carried on by means of dynamic finite strip 
method. 
Initial stress behavior and action of the ribs in the test approximately agree with the nu-
merical results. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The response of a plate under dynamic load has importance in many applications. 
The objective is to keep the plate from undesirable response by al means. Attaching 
ribs to the plate are a common way of reinforcement. 
According to C. Zernerl) ， the center of disturbance， the point where the impulse 
acted， remains stationary until the return of the disturbance reftected from the boundary 
of the plate. This implys that when the impulsive load acts between the ribs， their action 
associated with the plate should differ from what is supposed to be in case of statics. 
The present investigation was undertaken to gain insight into the initial response of 
the rectangular plate with ribs， under the normal impulse by way of test and analysis. 
The rectangular plate with. two ribs parallel to its pair of free sides made of acryl resine 
is used， and the stress analysis is performed by means of dynamic finite strip method 2l • 
* Structure Departure of Civil Engineering Laboratory， Central Research Institute of E目
lectric Power Industry， Abiko， Chiba. 
** Departure of Civil Engineering， Hokkaido University， Sapporo. 
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2. EXPERIMENTS 
Figure 1 shows an outline of the experimental set up and a flow chart of the measure-
ment. Experimental technique is almost similar to the one what we used for the beam 
impact problems3). 4). The boundary conditions of the plate are two opposite sides free 
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(b) measurement block diagram 
Fig. 1 Experimental set up 
(102) 
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門
一二日
Span Leng七h 1 = 100 cm 
E1astic Rod 工=50 cm 
中=30 mm 
Drop Weigh七 W = 1.9 Kg 
d = 30 cm 
Acry1 resin E = 30000 Kg/cm2 
¥) = 0.38 
p = 1.18 g/cm3 
Fig. 2 Specifications of the plate with 
two ribs and elastic rod 
through the rod by a dropping weight. The variation of impact intensity is observed by 
a strain gauge at the. bottom of the rod and measured impact will be applied to the 
impact load on the plate in case of numerical calculation. 
Strains on the surface otthe plate are measured by. meanS of one gauge Inethod， that 
is a foil strain gauge whose length is 1 mm and resistance 120 Q. ln order to record the 
high frequency components， a D. C. Amp. that can measure up to 20 KHz w出 usedand 
the measured data were recorded by a wide band data recorder， and the strains were stroed 
in Wave Memory， so that we could reproduce and magnify them any optional time span. 
By making use of symmetry of the strain distribution， we 1imited the measurement to 
a quarter or a ha1f of the plate. The specificatiops of the. plate with two ribs and the 
loading rod are shown in Figure 2. The impact was produced; by 1.9 kg weight dropped for 
30 cm above the loading .rod. 
Symmetricalloading is for the case when the. impact load acts on the midpoint of 
plate， and eccentricalloading for the case when the impact load acts on the central point 
of one rib， respectively. 
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Figures 3 and 4 show the variations of strains with time for the symmetrical and eo-
(103) 
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t二--
B 
Lo.....~r Fiber Slrain 
" : Symm.tricat Point 
msec 
(a) variation of longitudinal strain 
mSec 
(b) variation of transversal strain 
Fig. 3 Variation of strain on top surface of plat巴incase of symmetrical loading 
(104) 
Fig.4 













low.r Fib.r Str.al n 
Syrnm..lricl.l Point 
。 25 
variation of strain on top surface of plate 
町、5":
円、5":
(b) variation of strain on bottom surface of plate 
50 
Variation of longitudinal strain in the plate in case of ecc巴ntricalloading 
(105) 
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centricalloading， respectively. The impact strain in the rod is illustrated in Figure 3 by 
①， whose curve is a triangular distribution with the duration of about 2.5 msec. 
The variation of strains at the incident moment of impact in Figure 3 (a)， shows that 
the strain wave front advances in concentric way about the speed of shear velocity. The 
strain gauges②，④ and ⑥， which are glued on top and bottom surfaces of the plate， 
give al symmetiic pattern at the incident moment before 5 msec， as shown in Figure 3 
(a). This implys that the ribs do not play a part of tbe structure and the plate behaves 
as a plane plate. For the time being， th巴strainsvary in a manner of the natural vibration 
of the composite structure of plate and ribs， and the maximum response tak巴splace at 
the very beginning as shown in Figure 3 (a). It is very much like in case d'f impact 
of infinite beam due to bending. 
The strain measurement when the impact load acts on aωntral point of one rib is illus-
trated in Figure 4. Comparing， for instance， two curves of ⑤with each other， we can see 
that the one for the top surface clearly differs from the other for the bottom surface. 
This implys that the composite action of the rib may occur from the beginning of impact. 
For the time being， the response rapidly moves to the natural vibration of the plate with 
two ribs. 
4. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 
Long sizes of a stri_μelement are denoted by i and j nodes， displacements in the X-， y-
and z-directions by u，. u andω， and rotation about x axis by 8， as shown in Figure 5. 
The function for ω， 8 may be expressed by cubic variation of y and for u， u linear of y 
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where甲=y/b. The position of the displacements are identified by the suffix i and j. 
The Galerkin's method5) will be applied to equilibrium equations of in-plane and out-
plane forces with the weight function u'k)， u(k)， W(k) and 8(k) (k=i or j); 
fb (8a伊 θTXV θ2U¥，晶、I (ー ニ+ニとJーρ':-: )UlRJdv=O 





??、 、• • • • • ?
[b (θ，xy θσyθ2V¥ 山I (-=-一一+一一一 ρ .ー)VlRJdv=OJo ¥θzθy ，-8t'F -_， 
fb /θ2Mx _ 82M vx 82M v . 82w ¥ ，~， 1， 1 ' ，-;'+2ー ニーー +ー すー一ρh--r+ρ)WlRJdy=O
Jo ¥ 8x' δzθy 8y' ~"8t' rj-- -_， 
-・ (6)
-・ (7)
{市 /θ2Mx _82Mvx β2Mv θ2ω¥ -，~， L 1一一γ+2 -_-'-_-'ー+ー サー ρh一ーす+ρ)8l削 dy=O
Jo ¥ 8x一 θzθy 8y' ，_. 8t' r j 
. (8) 
and integrating by parts eq. (5)一(8)with Hooke's law， we find the equations between the 
displacements and the forces on the normalline i and j. Then applying finite Fourier trans-
forms， and taking the natural boundary conditions for x= 0 and l， we have the stiffness 
relation as follows : 
<>2 
[KJ {Sm[oJ }+[MJ長{向[δJ}={初[fJ}+{仇 [ρJ} -・ (9)
where 
{Sm[δJ}=[ Cm[uiJSm[ui] Sm[wi] Sm[8i] 
Cm[UjJSm[Uj] Sm[ωjJ Sm[8j] y 
{Sm[fJ}=[ Cm[TiJSm[Si] Sm[Qi] Sm[Mi] 
Cm[TjJSm[Sj] Sm[Qj] Sm[Mj] y 
Cm[uJ= S:U cos字仇 Sm[vJ=S:vsin字xdx
(107) 
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T=hrxy， S=hσy， 





in which [K]， [M] are stiffness and mass matrices， {Sm[p]} is external force vector by 
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140 
in which Vp==σ万亡可，rp== h/.JT2， and G and 1.I denote shear modulus and Pisso山 ratio.
In order to analyze， the stresses and the displacements in a whole structure， we must 
transform local coordinate of each strip element into global one. By making use of the 
matrix [TJ in between local and global coordinates， the forces， the displacements and the 
loads are transformed by following equations : 
{Sm[FJ}= [T J {Sm[jJ} 
{Sm[L1 J}= [TJ {Sm[o J} 
{Sm[PJ}= [TJ {Sm[ρJ} 
、 、 ?????? ?、 、
、•• ? ? ?
， 、
? ? ? ? ?
where 
1 0 。。
:J with叶:Jsin φO 





ゆ==angleof the element by global coordinate (clockwise po~ütive) as shown in Figure 5. 
Thus， the dynamic equations of concerning the whole structure can be expressed by 
δt ， :c
[KstJ {Sm[L1stJ} + [MstJ一一{Sm[L1stJ}={Sm[FstJ }+{Sm[PstJ} ……(12) 
θt2 
By letting {Sm[Fst]}==O， {Sm[Pst]}==O in eq. (12)， eigen values and corresponding mode 
vectors may b巴foundout. Thus obtained mode matrix [φ] together with normal coordi-
nate vector {Sm[1JT]} lead to the relation : 
{Sm[L1stJ}=[φ'J {Sm[1JTJ} …(13 ) 
Substituting eq. (13) into eq. (12) and considering the orthogonality of matrix and Ray-
leigh damping effect hr， we obtain the equation of motion for the r-th eigen value ωr as 
follows. 
Sm[曾rJ+2ωrhrSm[1IlrJ+ωr2Sm[1JTrJ =Pr/ Mr. -・・(14)
where 
Mr={φrF[MstJ{φr}， Pr={φ'r} T{ Sm[FstJ + Sm[PstJ} 
{Sm[1JT]} yields {Sm[L1st]} through eq. (13). The nodal displacements and forces are ob-
(109) 
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tained by means of inverse finite Fourier transforms. 
5. COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND TEST RESULTS 
The numerical calculations on the two ribs plate， were performed taking 51 terms of 
the Fourier series. The structure was divided into 14 and 27 strip elements for the sym-
metrical and日ccentricalloadingrespectively. 
The variation of impact load were assumed to be triangular as shown by ① in Figures 




























(a) longitudinal strain response (b) transversal strain response 
Fig. 6 Comparison of theoretical and experimental strain mode 
variation over cross section on top surface of plate 
at midspan in case of symmetrical loading 
(110) 
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(a) longitudinal strain response (b) transversal strain response 
Fig. 7 Comparison of theoretical and experimental strain mode 
vaz:iation over cross section on top surface of plate 
at midspan in case of eccentrical loading 
The measured and analyzed longitudinal and transversal strain distributions over the 
central cross section at certain time are shown in Figures 6 and 7 for the symmetrical 
and eccentricalloading， respectively. In both cases， the analytical results may agree 
with experimental ones very wel1. This may indicate that the finite strip method is 
ad巴quatelyapply for elastic impact problem of folded plate structures. 
We can see that the stress wave propagates in transversal as well as longitudinal di-
rections. In the beginning of the impact， the two ribs do not act as composite members 
and in long time range the ribs get in cooperation with the plate and the whole structure 
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We can also recognize that the wave propagates in the transverse direction from Figure 
7. The unloaded rib does not seem to work as a reinforcing member at the incident of 
impact， whereas the loaded rib then may bears the most impact load. 
6. CONCLUTION 
Investigating the measured strains in the plate with two ribs from the beginning of 
impact to the time when the lowest plate vibration occured， with the analyzed strains 
corresponding to the test， we have the following remark. 
(1) The plate with two ribs not behave as the composite structure before the reftectd 
wave returns from the boundary. The plate responds as a plane plate at the incident 
of impact which acts on the portion between the ribs. When the impact load acts on 
one of the ribs， the rib only bears the load at the very beginning of impact. 
(2) The finite strip method of stress analysis may deal with the impact problem of folded 
plate structures. 
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